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CIIAP'I'ER II

GR1u1'1N(; y SiM 11. i j\lovlNG AVERAGES AND BY THE

\fIl) OIUiN\T1:s OF IIIIRD-1)IGREE PARABOLAS F'IFTI:D

BY FIlE MEnlo!) OF LEAST SçUARES.

If the data be such that it seems undesirable to
fit any curve or graduation, the points of which
will be appreciably I affected by the position of
data 1)OifltS a long distance away from the gradu-
ated point, it would seem rather natural to con-
sider using Some form of 'moving average." If the
data are monthly and if the cycles are generally
long and the erratic fluctuations are quite small, a
simple 2-monthS moving average of a 12-months
moving average may give a comparatively smooth
graduation which may he a fair approximation to
the underlying curve desired. However, unless the
cycles are long (72 months or more) such a simple
moving average vill not reach up into the maxi-
mum regions of the desired curve nor down into
the minimum regions in the way that it should.

ihough each point on the Whittaker-Henderson curve (discussed
below) is affected by the position of each point of the data, the in.
fluence of any distant data point is entirely negligible. This is un-
like harmonic analysis where near and distant points have equal

effects on the curve.
Which eliminates seasonal fluctuations.
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T\Ioreover. niess the rrrat! fikietuations arc quite
small, a 2 of a I 2-months moving average will
not Contain enough terms to SITR)Oth the data at all
successfully. Some longer moving average, such as
an 8 of a 1 2, must then be used. Such a longer mov-
ing average vill, however, require still longer
cycles in the data if its "dampening" effect is not
to be too great. }or such reasons, moving averages
are generally unsatisfactory.

In the preceding paragraph, we have referred to
the fact that an 8-months moving a verage of a
I 2-months moving average vihl give a smoother
curve than a 2 of a 12. The fact that the 8 of a 12
contains more terms than the 2 of a 1 2 is not the
only reason why it gives a smoother result. Another
reason is that its ''weight diagram" is smoother.
Before passing on to the discussion of types of
smoothing other than simple moving averages, it
seems desirable to explain the significance of
smoothness in the weight diagram. A simple mov-
ing average may be thought of as being fitted to
the data by the use of a set of weights whose total
is unity. In a i 3-months simple mOving average,
each weight would be + Y :. The weight diagram
is a rectangle 13 Units long and : of a unit high.
A 2-months moving average of a 12-months mov-

That is, a 2-months moving average of a I 2-months movingaverage. Sinii!ar :tl)I)reviatiolls arc used freely throughout the dis-CUSSIOn which tot lOWS.
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ing average also contains 13 weights, but the
weight diagram is a little smoother. The end
weights are each while the other eleven
weights are each -f- i . A commonly used criterion
of smoothness is based on the sum of the squares
of the third differences. Now the sum of the
squares of the third differences of the 13-months
moving average set of weights is 1

o while the
sum of the squares of the third differences of the
2-months moving average of a 1 2-months moving
average set of weights is only 1/7 A 4 of a ç of a
6 contains only 13 terms but gives a still smoother
weight diagram than a 2 of a 12. The sum of the
squares of its third differences is only soo.

A smooth weight diagram leads to smoothness
in the resulting graduation because smoothing by
means of any weighted or unweighted moving
average amounts to distributing each observation
over a region as long as the weight diagram and
of the same shape as the weight diagram. For ex-
ample, if we take a 13-months simple moving
average of a series of observations, we may think
of this 13-months moving average as being con-
structed as follows: Each individual observation is
divided by 13 and these 13 equal fractional values

In all discussions of weights (or weight diagrams) the reader
must think of such weights as infinite in number ; to the right and
left of the actual values used, he roust think of an infinite itumber
of zero values. In connection with the discussion above, the reader
may refer to the first few diagrams in Chart I.
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are distributed along 13 adjacent points the
x axis, of which 6 are on each side of the observa-
tion.

A little thought or experimentation will quickly
COflvmCe the reader that, SO long as we restrict our-
selves to P05/live weights, iw moving average,
weighted or iinweightcd, will exactly fit arty
mathematical curve except a straight line. If, to
consecutive arl(l equally spaced points on a second
(or third) degree parabola, we fit a moving curve
each point of which is the mid ordinate of a second.
degree parabola fitted to i, consecutive observa-
tions by the method of least squares, the fitted
moving curve will, of course, fall on the original
parabola'

The mid ordinate of a second-degree parabola
fitted by the method of least squares to /i consecu
tive observations may be computed by means of a
weighted moving average with a particular set of
weights. For example, if ii equals 13, the weights
are:

11 21 25 24,o, +, +J43 ±, +, +,143 14

II-1- -ik' + + i' 143
0,

If fitted to a third-degree parabola, it will fall exactly on thatcurve, as the mid ordinate of
a second-degree l)trabola fitted to databy the method of least squares is the saute as the iiiid ordinate of athird-degree parabola fitted to the same data.

Corupa re E. T. WI1 ittake r and G. Robinson, The (afro las IObserwltjf,,,s Blackje & Son, 1924, ,. 295. Also see ('hart I
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This weighted average niust of course, be centered
on the middle, or 7th, month. rule 1)OifltS on such

a graduation will naturally lie exactly on the origi-
nal data points, as these data points are themselves
points on a second (or third) degree parabola. WTe
notice that there are two minus weights in the set
of 13 weights. The graduation could not fall on
the original parabola if it did not have these minus
weights. A graduation of this type, each of whose
points is the mid ordinate of a second-degree
parabola fitted by the method of least squares,
does not however necessarily give ideal results.
There are at least four reasons for not using it to
smooth such a time series iS monthly Call Money
Rates.

A first reason is that such a graduation will en-

tirely eliminate seasonal fluctuations only by the
most improbable accident. If, neglecting for the
moment erratic fluctuations, the original monthly
data be thought of as made up of two parts, (i) a
smooth curve and (2) a seasonal fluctuation super-
posed on the smooth curve, the results of fitting a
parabola to the original data are the same as if we
fitted a parabola to the smooth curve and another
parabola to the seasonal fluctuations and added
together, each month, the pairs of resulting ordi-

nates. Now, if the seasonal fluctuations were con-
stant from year to year, the smooth curve fitted to
them should, by the definition of seasonal fluctua-
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tions, he simply y o. In general. a curve titted
to seasonals vi11 give COfltitlU011s'Lcro values only
if its weight diagram is such that equal weights are
given to each ilom/ildi month. A simple i 2-months
moving average gives such equal weights to each
nominal month. Many other gra(hlations may be
constructed which will do the Same. AnY moVing
average of a 12-months moving average will give
equal weights to each nominal month, The 4'-terjn
graduation emphasized in this book gives such
equal weights to each nominal month, but the
weights for the mid ordinate of a second-degree
parabola li/ted b the mci/toil of hi'aSi sq//ares do
not do so.

A second reason for not graduating such data as
Call Money Rates by formulas for the mid ordi-
nates of second-degree parabolas fitted by the
method of least squares is that this method of
graduation does not give the smoothest possible re-
sults. The weight diagrams are not even moder-
ately smooth. For example, in the weight diagram

1 The assumption is here made that in a seasonal movement thesum of the negative values in any i -iiioiitlis period equals the suniof the positive values. If seasonal movement be detined in any otherway. for exam1)le, as that the product of any i 2 collsecutive monthlyseasonal values equals i , the further aSsUmpri would have to bemade that such a function of the data had been taken beforesmoothing as to fwrmit the sum of the positive and negative valuesof the seasonal of this function to equal o. For example, in theinterest rate and seeurity price series, this very product aSSumptionis made and the 43-term curves are litted not to time original datahut to the logarithms of the original data. See Appendix VIII.
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for the mid ordinate of a second-degree parabola
fitted to 13 observations by the method of least
squares, there are two distinct cusps at the I

1,/i i

'aIues. Unless a weight diagram be itself a SiTlOoth
curve, it will not give the smoothest possible re-
sults in fitting.

A third reason for not using a graduation based
UOfl the mid ordinates of second-degree parabolic
curves is that such a graduation is poorly adapted
to describing 1)eriodic functions. Second (or third)
degree 1)arabolic fitting may in exceptional cases
be useful to describe long time trends but it is not
adapted to the adequate description of cyclical or
wave-like movements. If a curve based on moving
parabolas be fitted to a sine curve by the method
of least squares, the fitted curve will always be too
low at maximum points and too high at minimum
points. It is true that the smaller the number of
terms to which such a parabola is fitted, the less
will be the deviations of tile fitted curve from the
original sine curve. However, if we are not fitting
to a sine curve but to actual irregular data, the tak-
ing of a small enough number of terms to allow the
fitted parabola to reach up adequately into maxi-

mum sections of the (lata and down into minimum
sections, will introduce the same difficulty encoun-
tered in the case of a simple moving average
though of course to a much smaller degree. Unless
the erratic fluctuations of the data are very small
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tS ('Ofll1)llCd wi tli the .lFflJ)l it t1(IC (Ft t lie cyclical
inovements a large number of terms \VI 11 have to
be USC(l 111 the J)ilfllbOl iC set (11 \veiglits or the (llta

Will flot be adeq uatel V 'sniootlicd.' However. tin-
less the cycles of the original data have very long
periods it \V ill hot be j)OSSI hi e to use a large nurn-
l)er of terms Vith1OUt (le)arting too far from the
underlying fundamental curve.t

A fourth an(1 very cogent reason for not smooth-
ing by means of an graduation based on the mid
ordinates of least squares paraho] as is that the
weights do not lend themselves to easy comptita-
tion. For easy computation, the weights should
always be such that they can h)e broken up into a
short series of simple moving averages. If this can-
not l)c done, we arc faced with the niultiplication
of each datum point l)y its E)r01)e1 weight in order
to get each separate point on the curve. If the num-
ber of weights in the weight diagram be large, the
computation of the smooth curve then becomes cx-
trcinelv laborious.

The Ileg i igibl e SeaSonal 11 uct ilat ion iii Rail road Bond V irlds and
the small size of the minor lluutuations'is (oTul)are(l with the cvelk'al
movements would have lr1n1tt- the use of least slllares second-
degree parabolic formulas for snnothing that j)arttcul at series.




